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In particle accelerators, the beam coupling impedance is
one of the main contributors to instability phenomena that
lead to particle losses and beam quality deterioration. For
this reason these machines are continuously monitored
and the global and local amount of impedance needs to be
evaluated. In this work we present our studies on the local
transverse impedance detection algorithm. The main
assumptions behind the algorithm are described in order
to understand limits in reconstructing the impedance
location. The phase advance response matrix is analyzed
in particular for the nominal gamma transition SPS lattice
(Q26), studying the different response from 90, 180, 270
degree phase advance sections. The thin lenses scheme is
also implemented and new analytical formulas for phase
advance beating were derived. This enabled us to put
reconstructing lenses everywhere in the lattice, and to
study their positioning scheme. Limits in linear response
are analyzed. This relates the upper and lower limits in
reconstruction to the phase advance measurement
accuracy and the linear response regime limit.

INTRODUCTION
Transverse Mode Coupling Instability driven by
machine impedance is one of the major single bunch
intensity limitations in the SPS. Possible cures include an
increase of the slippage factor  [1] or the identification
and elimination of the major sources of impedance of the
machine which has been built more than 30 years ago.
The transverse effective impedance can be inferred by
measuring the tune shift as a function of the bunch
intensity. This was theoretically studied for instance in [2]
where the following formula relating the coherent tune
shift of mode 0 and the generalized (i.e. dipolar +
quadrupolar) impedance is given:
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The impedance obtained in this way is a global
parameter. In order to have a local description of the
impedance distribution, the overall effect of the tune shift

is considered as the summation of smaller tune shift
provoked by single impedance sources:
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Similar tune shifts can be reproduced by thin
quadrupole errors. For small errors ∆ a beta-beating
wave provokes a tune shift given by:
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where
is the beta function at the kick location.
In the limit in which the impedance detuning can be
associated with a thin quadrupole detuning, Eqs. (1), (2)
and (3) can be chained obtaining:
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This moves the problem to finding the errors ∆ along
the studied accelerator. As the tune shift with intensity is
the parameter to get the global impedance, the change of
the phase advance between two positions as a function of
the bunch intensity is the observable to get the local
impedance [3].

METHOD
Here we briefly describe the method [3] we use to
,
obtain the ∆
errors along the SPS accelerator. For
small quadrupole errors a phase-beating wave is excited
as well as a beta-beating one. The latter can be calculated
analytically starting from the beta-beating formula:
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where ( ) and ( ) are the perturbed beta and phase
function at the “s” location in the ring, “0” subscript
refers to the unperturbed quantities, “j” to the position of
the focusing error ∆ [4]. The phase beating is given by:
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Setting the initial phase (0) = 0 and expanding the
function to the first order we get:
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The second term in Eq. (6) can be integrated to get the
phase-beating along the entire accelerator. More than
phase-beating, we are interested in the phase advance
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beating betw
ween Beam Poosition Monitoors (BPMs). This
T is
given by the following forrmula [5]:
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betw
ween BPMs is nearly 90⁰ both in vertical andd
horizzontal plane, with
w some secctions of 180⁰⁰ and 270⁰ ass
show
wn in Fig. 2 foor the vertical plane.

(7)
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where the index
i
“j” reffers to the position
of the
quadrupole error, “1” annd “2” to thhe generic BPMs
B
, “s()” annd “c()” stannd for “sin()”” and
position
“cos()”. Thee function iss divided in three expresssions
depending onn the relative position of thhe kick, BPM1 and
BPM2 (expreession “
” stands
s
for “
”).
Given a number
n
of observattion points, using
Eq. (7), we can construcct a response matrix exciting a
quadrupole error
e
arbitrariily in the latttice and colleecting
the phase advance
a
of thhe
− 1 pairs of BPMs.
B
Choosing
locations for quadrupooles we consstruct
∆φ = , ∆ where “ , ” are elemennts of the respponse
matrix “R” (for vertical or horizontaal plane) withh ∈
(1. .
− 1) and j ∈ (1
1. .
− 1). This
T
is in geneeral a
m
that caan be invertedd in a least sqquare
rectangular matrix
sense to get, from the measured phase advances bettween
BPMs, the vaalues of ∆ along
a
the ring.
Since, from
m Eq. (4), we see that the im
mpedance is acting
a
as a quadruppole whose sttrength is lineearly dependent on
the bunch population
, the efffective imagginary
,
impedance
(
) cann be computedd at each loccation
from the sloppe ∆ ⁄∆ .

H
HEADTAIL
L SIMULAT
TIONS
Simulationn Scheme
Following the studies initiated in [6] we set up a
simulation sccheme in ordeer to study thee reliability of
o this
method. As shown in Figg. (1) the SP
PS acceleratorr was
simulated viaa the HEADT
TAIL tracking code, extendeed by
D. Quatraro in order to innclude a twisss lattice descriiption
for the trackiing between BPMs
B
and imppedance interaaction
points [7]. The
T beam is tracked
t
for different
d
intennsities
and the BPM
Ms data are collected inn both planess and
analysed in order to get the
t phase advvance beating with
intensity. Thhe “R” matriix is construccted from Eqq. (7)
using the MA
AD-X [8] SPS
S 2007 twiss laattice output and
a is
then pseudo--inverted.
The impedannce (or wake functions
f
in tim
me domain) can
c be
arbitrarily pllaced along thhe acceleratorr model: we chose
c
wakes cominng from kickkers since thhese are the most
important coontributors too the SPS impedance
i
buudget
(~500kΩ/m for
f each kickeer).

RESPON
NSE MATR
RIX
In our simuulations we used
u
the SPS lattice from 2007.
2
The tune is Qx=26.13 andd Qy=26.18, the
t phase advvance

Figu
ure 1: Schem
me of the sim
mulation set up
u using thee
HEA
ADTAIL codee.

Figu
ure 2: Phase addvance in raddiants between
n SPS verticall
BPM
Ms.
Th
he phase advannce beating haas a periodicity
y of twice thee
tune as shown inn Eq. (7), i.ee. correspond
ding to 132m
m
space period. Wee chose to covver this perio
odicity with 8
lensees, spaced byy 16.5m, leadding to a totaal number off
lensees of 412 too cover the w
whole length
h of the SPS
S
accelerator (6911m). Since w
we have 93 BPMs
B
for thee
vertiical plane andd 105 for thee horizontal, the responsee
matrrix “R” has a size of 412x993 in the vertiical plane andd
412x
x105 in the hoorizontal. Espeecially in the 270⁰
2
sections,,
we expect
e
that recconstructing leenses spaced by 132m willl
havee the same response seeen by BPMss, leading too
degeeneration in reeconstruction. A useful way
y to visualizee
this degeneracy
d
is shown in Figg. 3 where the “R” responsee
matrrix for the verrtical plane iss drawn as a contour plot::
each
h horizontal linne represents the response seen by eachh
pair of BPMs to the corresponnding lens ex
xcitation. Thee
peak
k (red spot) apppears when a kick is given
n between thee
BPM
Ms pair. Two peaks verticaally aligned, as
a in the 270⁰⁰
sectiion at 4000m
m position (seee zoom on Fig.
F 3) meanss
that two differentt kick positionns produce th
he same peakk
signaal between thhe correspondeent BPM pairr. This meanss
we cannot
c
reconsttruct impedannces in these lo
ocations sincee
in th
he reconstructtion we do thhe inverse pro
ocedure: from
m
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the BPM pair phase siggnal, to the impedance (kick)
(
location.
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impeedances we get
g the same amount. These values aree
almo
ost 5% greateer than the onne predicted by
b Sacherer’ss
theorry that repressents itself an approximatio
on of the reall
coheerent tune shifft.

CONCLU
USION

Inversion problem
p
Once the simulated
s
dataa from the HE
EADTAIL coode is
obtained and the responnse matrix for
f each planne is
calculated corresponding
c
gly to the reeconstruction lens
position scheeme, we inverrt the equatioon ∆φ = ∆ in a
least-square sense and scaale the errors ∆ to get the local
imaginary im
mpedances. We
W artificiallly normalizedd the
response mattrix over the beta
b function from the latticce: in
this way alll lenses havee the same weight
w
in the least
square procedure.
We report an example of
o reconstructiion in Fig. 4. Here
we tracked single bunchh beams of different
d
intennsities
interacting with
w kicker im
mpedances reppresented by black
b
bars along the circum
mference. We
W
reconstrructed
impedance locations
l
usinng a thin lenns scheme 16.5m
1
spaced. It caan be observved that the impedance
i
caan be
localized neaar the black bars,
b
but doubbled peaks apppear.
These are sppaced by 1322m as the sppace periodiciity of
phase advancce beating.
We also calculated thhe expected impedance value
looking to the
t tune shiftt with intensiity (machine total
budget) and found
f
almost 9.2 MΩ/m. Suumming the loocal
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Figure 4: Verrtical reconstruuction of kickeer impedances. Black lines arre where the 199 kicker impeddances are placced, green linee
is the verticall phase advance between connsecutive BPM
Ms in SPS, blue line is the recoonstructed possition of imped
dances.
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Figure 3: Veertical plane reesponse matrixx color codedd with
maximum response.

Th
he impedancee localization algorithm was
w presented,,
impllemented and tested using H
HEADTAIL siimulations.
We
W found limitts in accuracyy due to the periodicity
p
off
phasse advance beeating. A soluution to this problem
p
couldd
be to
o increase thhe phase sam
mpling betweeen BPMs, i.e..
using
g lower tunees like the onnes proposed
d for the low
w
gamm
ma transition SPS lattice ((20.13, 20.18) [1] or evenn
loweer. Alternatively we couldd install, if feasible,
f
new
w
BPM
Ms in the long phase advancce sections.
An
nother limit will
w probably bbe linked to th
he accuracy inn
phasse measuremeent we can acchieve with reeal data. Thiss
will be investigated during m
machine devellopment timee
and adding
a
noise to
t the simulatiions.
Allternative alggorithms for reconstructiion are alsoo
availlable: we couuld correct thhe closed orb
bit using betaa
bum
mps along the ring using feew quadrupolees in place off
all of them as in thhe current metthod [9].

